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Executive summary
Information technology is moving to a services
model: technology is being rented rather than
bought outright and, in this world, customers want to pay only for what they did use
rather than for what they might want to use.
Of course, if they are only renting technology,
the barriers to moving to a different supplier, if
they are unhappy with a supplier relationship,
are much reduced.
This will affect the business models for the
ISV (independent software vendor), VAR (value
added reseller) and OEM (original equipment
manufacturer) solution vendor; as well as that
of the people supplying the technology platform underneath. People have to make money
somehow and the traditional software licensing model is rapidly becoming obsolescent.
The answer is to find chargeable services that
customers want, and bill for them in such a
way that the customer perceives the service
benefit rather than the cost. This means transparent billing based on verifiable usage analytics, which is automated (with low overheads)
and is associated with some form of value-add.
Billing is becoming seen as a core component
of the services model—see, for example, Forrester’s PaaS (platform as a service) reference
architecture model (Figure 2).
Fortunately, technology already exists to deal
with this issue for many software services;
those based around widely used and commoditised database systems with robust usagebased licensing mechanisms. ‘Licensing’ can
be re-purposed as ‘billing’ and the database
platform can supply, as a service, the information an ISV needs to produce a transparently
fair billing application. This billing application
can supply the ISV’s customers, again as a service, with the usage information the customer
can use to implement internal charge-back
and to predict and influence end-user behaviour (people can be persuaded to minimise
even notional charges, if they are seen as fair
and accurate)—a value-add service.
As usual, the devil is in the implementation details, but instrumenting MySQL, in particular,
for data metering is becoming a very practical possibility. Many ISV SaaS (Software as a
Service) offerings use the MySQL database
management system and this has recently
introduced plug-ins and ‘pluggable storage
engine’ features, which allows the addition
of code to the MySQL server that can monitor real database accesses and events (a very
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solid basis for billing) without affecting the
server as seen by the applications using it,
and without affecting MySQL licensing (see
Figure 1). One example of such an engine
can be extracted from Pervasive PSQL, which
already has robust usage-based licensing and
embedded capabilities and is slightly more
efficient at accessing storage than the default
engine supplied with MySQL (thus eliminating,
in effect, any billing overheads). An important
aspect of this engine is that it is tamperproof—
encryption is used to ensure that no-one can
corrupt the usage information it collects and
processes. Of course, other engines could be
written to exploit the MySQL architecture; but
the intellectual property behind Pervasive’s
licensing/billing approach is protected by patent and has been tested in the marketplace.
Nevertheless, although the enabling technology is important (it must be robust, reliable
and accountable), people should always remember that usage-based billing is really a
business service. It is supported by databaselevel event and access metering but, most
significantly, it should provide mapping from
real-world technology events to business metrics that end-users understand (and therefore
have confidence in), and that management can
use for decision support and process improvement. It should be used, to deliver real and
useful business benefits:

• Fair and tamper-proof billing for all involved.
• Business usage analytics that allow the
business to make better decisions and to
fine-tune desired behaviours.
Fast facts

• Transparent billing is a fundamental part of
an effective SaaS solution and the information associated with this can be used for
customer-level (end-user) usage analytics
and charge-back mechanisms.

• MySQL database is widely used and MySQL,
early on, introduced a plug-in storage engine architecture that allows the addition of
alternative storage engines, together with
extensions such as usage-metering capabilities, to a running MySQL server without
recompiling the server itself.

• The Pervasive UseaBiLLity plug-in provides
an example of such a pluggable extension
which, as a development of its licensing
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Executive summary
technology, supports a metering service
with rich reporting of tamper-proofed usage
information for use in external billing applications and end-user analytics.
The bottom line
In the SaaS world, billing isn’t an optional
add-on; it is fundamental to the SaaS relationship—and that could be vital to the operation of
your business. If, today, “the business runs on
software”, tomorrow, the business (whilst still
running on software) will really run on SaaS
relationships—and if you are renting SaaS,
nothing is easier than changing your supplier
if the relationship goes sour.

Instrumenting MySQL for data metering in
such applications provides one real opportunity for SaaS vendors. The MySQL architecture
provides a way to add reliable tamper-proof
billing as a service to database applications,
which then provides a value-add for ISVs and
a valuable usage-based analytics capability
to their customers—it also enables palpably
fair billing, in which all stakeholders can have
real confidence.

What will sour a relationship is billing that isn’t
transparent, isn’t trusted, isn’t effective and
which involves the customer in maintenance
and technology overheads on top of their ISV’s
bill. This is an emerging issue for the ISVs and
VARs that, increasingly, have to provide SaaS
solutions to their customers but still need to
make a living.
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Utility billing in detail
The billing services opportunity
The opportunity provided by utility, databaseenabled, usage-based billing is that it helps
ISVs to ‘SaaS-ify’ legacy applications by adding
to them robust, reliable and secure services
that deliver billing and business-oriented
metrics. We see usage data being used for
predictive provisioning, price modelling—and
for a recursive pricing, billing, provisioning
process, throughout which the customer is
looking both backwards (“have we been paying a fair price for this service?”) and forwards
(“will we have enough capacity available?”); as
well as for billing.

• The technology is available as a service to

The essential requirements for any technology
that delivers this opportunity are:

logging per server and per application and
thus provides robust support for rich business-level analytics.

• No code changes are needed for existing applications to exploit this opportunity.

• Any database application is able to take advantage of this opportunity.

• No database license changes are needed.
• The mapping of database events and accesses to business-level activities that people can
understand, pay for and manage, involves a
one-time effort, based on existing metadata
schemas and the ISV’s existing application
domain and business model knowledge.

ISVs and is also available as a software appliance (for OEMs).

• The technology solution supports any private
cloud initiatives of the ISV or OEM.

• The technology solution is loosely coupled
to business systems (that is, billing service/
system agnostic) and integrates with and
supports SAM (Software Asset Management)
and IT Service Management initiatives.

• The technology solution provides full event

The most obvious enabling technology for
exploiting this opportunity is the MySQL architecture (Figure 1), which is what is exploited by
Pervasive for its UseaBiLLity metering service.
The current MySQL architecture allows you to
simply drop a billing-enabled plug-in into the
MySQL server, connect to a mapping service
(with mapping provided by the ISV) and then
forward usage metrics to a billing system for
processing.

Figure 1: MySQL pluggable storage-engine architecture
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Utility billing in detail
SaaS billing implications
Usage-based billing is a technology-enabled
opportunity, but it is first and foremost a
business story. ISVs sell software and need
to make a living from it. The trouble is that
cloud services and SaaS models are effectively
rendering conventional licensing obsolete.
Why would anyone want to take out a license
that costs money even if you don’t use the software? No-one, when the alternative is to pay
for only what you use, when you use it—it is
attractive to think in terms of a ‘mobile phone
tariffing’ model, although the obfuscation associated with phone tariffs (leading to many
phone users paying for more expensive tariffs
than they need) should be avoided.
So, the SaaS vendor needs to bill for its
software usage and, if you think about it,
monitoring software licensing (which the more
sophisticated software products already do)
and billing are different aspects of the same
problem. It is worth noting that the Forrester
Platform as a Service (PaaS) reference architecture model includes billing as a key
component (see Figure 2). However, as Phil
Wainewright pointed out on ZDNET as far back
as 2008 (http://www.zdnet.com/blog/saas/thefuture-of-saas-billing/484), SaaS billing needs
to be automated, but by something rather
more sophisticated than an Excel spreadsheet
filled in manually with raw data, often with a
poor provenance.

SaaS billing must be based on real usage information, that can be understood and accepted
by the people paying the bills; the stakeholders in selling, using and paying for softwarebased services must have confidence in billing,
and assurance that the usage information it’s
based on can’t be tampered with. However,
this doesn’t mean that SaaS vendors or their
customers either want to, or should need to,
write complex technical hooks into SaaS systems to capture usage; and neither will they
want to be made to write billing applications
that are technically more complex than the
business can understand.
Also, of course, since many SaaS customers
see SaaS as an opportunity to reduce unnecessary technology spend, SaaS vendors need
extra value-add services, seen as useful by
their customers, in order to maintain revenue.
If you can successfully re-purpose licensing
logic that is already embodied in a product for
SaaS billing, then you can provide benefits to
all stakeholders in the SaaS relationship:

• The software OEM vendor gets additional
income from its billing-enabling service.

• Its ISV gains a reliable income stream from
its billing without upsetting its relationship
with its customers.

• The ISV gets a service it can sell on, supplying
management information to its customers.

• The ISV’s customers get usage data for
analytics allowing them to manage their
technology spend, identify coverage holes,
modify usage-related behaviours and so on.
This, of course, assumes that these billingrelated services are transparent, tamperproof, easy to make use of and have minimal
overheads, both in terms of resource utilisation and licence/relationship management.

Figure 2: Forrester PaaS reference architecture model
Source: Forrester Research, Inc., The Forrester Wave™: Platform-As-A-Service For Vendor Strategy Professionals, Q2 2011, May 2011
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In essence, the SaaS model involves the implementation of a different way of managing
customer relationships; often, traditional ERP
tools and, especially, legacy billing applications simply aren’t appropriate. What customers need today is confidence that they actually
used a service that they paid for, and they
want sufficient information on usage to allow
them to implement internal charge-back. In a
SaaS world, the people who use the technology should pay for it and be able to account to
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Utility billing in detail
their organisation for this, in terms of business
outcomes. The organisation needs to be able
to identify workers who are not using technology that would make them more productive
and provide them with encouragement and
training; so to modify their behaviour in desirable ways. For example, you could discourage
undesirable behaviour by using charge-back
to make it more costly, as long as the chargeback is seen as fair and honest.
The SaaS model is the enemy of the world
in which an organisation pays for 10,000
SupaKollaboration licenses no-one uses—
and another 500, more expensive, Enterprise
SupaKollaboration Pro licenses for the one
team that has actually worked out how to use
this stuff and jealously keeps this a secret from
the rest of the organisation. Detailed, utilitybased billing built into the platform, providing
transparent management information on usage and usage patterns (in a form that can go
into a spreadsheet, if necessary), is an enabler
for a better way of managing technology in the
context of business outcomes and, therefore,
is a service people will pay for.
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Vendors
There are two vendors involved in the billing
services solution covered by this paper:

• MySQL is a market-leading open source
database management system much used
for web applications. It has some technical
issues compared to, say, IBM’s commercial
DB2 but it is fit-for-purpose for most web
applications, being actively developed, and
likely to continue to be popular. MySQL has
been acquired by Oracle, the market-leading commercial DBMS vendor, but Oracle
appears to be leaving MySQL’s open-source
business model alone, and adds a measure of confidence in MySQL’s commercial
resilience.

• Pervasive is a long-established and profitable vendor of database technology (its
PSQL database started off life as Btrieve),
particularly in the embedded and OEM
marketplaces.
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Pervasive UseaBiLLity utility billing
Implementation of the service
Pervasive UseaBiLLity is a metering service,
which is loosely coupled to the application
platform. You simply drop the Pervasive plugin, which allows you to add event-capturing
capabilities to a running MySQL server, into
MySQL Server (any version later than MySQL
5.1) and connect it to the Pervasive mapping
service. A MySQL plug-in allows you to create new storage engines and add them to a
running MySQL server without recompiling
the server itself, and is fully described on the
MySQL website at http://mysql.netvisao.pt/
doc/internals/en/custom-engine.html.
The mapping service logs database events (the
reasonable assumption being made that the
work done by an application—its usage—relates
directly to retrieval and storage of data):

• Data being input and output.
• Table Insert, Update, Delete, Read actions.
• Stored procedures being invoked.
• Transactions starting and finishing.
These are metrics for ‘data in use’ (billing
for data that is just there but not being used
seems unfair); but they don’t mean much to
the business people that pay the bills. One key
feature of a truly useful mapping service is that
it translates database events into businessoriented activities and forwards them to a billing system for processing, as well as making
them available to end users for analysis of who
is using what resources. Another key feature
is prevention of data tampering, by encrypting
the usage data.
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Pervasive’s UseaBiLLity service supplies
statements of usage that can not only be forwarded to a billing service (either in-house
or something outsourced like Zuora) but also
used to predict future behaviours or events
(“you are about to exceed your allocated budget
because.....”) or explain past ones (“you have
exceeded your allocated budget because...”).
This gives all stakeholders better control over
negotiations and improves ISV-customer relations; as well as facilitating capacity planning
and trend analysis.
A possible limitation of the approach described
is that it only works with MySQL applications;
but there are a lot of these out there and
MySQL is popular with ISVs. Another possible
issue is that not all applications are database
usage-centric. It will probably not bill effectively for compute-intensive applications that
don’t store or read much data; nor for applications that store data for long periods (for audit
trails and compliance, perhaps) but which
seldom access or process it. Nevertheless,
most business applications are data-centric
and move data; and a lot of ISV offerings are
built around MySQL.
Service architecture
The architecture adopted by Pervasive for its
UseaBiLLity metering service is described in
Figure 3. UseaBiLLity encompasses a MySQL
plug-in, which collects the usage data, and
the Billing/Analytics Service, which translates
database events into logical business activities
that mean something to the business.
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Pervasive UseaBiLLity utility billing

Figure 3: Pervasive UseaBiLLity architecture

Differentiators

• This is a SaaS-oriented solution, not a crude

• One-time mapping effort by the ISV (using

update of a conventional licensing model.
It is available as a service for ISVs (or as a
software appliance for OEM vendors). The
UseaBiLLity service can be consumed by
any other service and is not limited only to
Pervasive offerings.

its intimate knowledge of its MySQL application) means that billing brings no continuing
maintenance overhead.

• No code changes are required, either for
ISVs or end users; and as the Pervasive
plug-in is more efficient than the standard
MySQL storage code, billing overheads are
minimal.

• Any MySQL application can be enabled with
billing.

• No MySQL license changes are required

• Loose coupling (as a service) to the business
application means that it is billing (and analytics) service agnostic—and can’t impact
business system reliability.

• All usage data is encrypted while in the
hosted metering service, so that it cannot be
tampered with.

• Choice of a hosted service (for ISVs), hosted
by Pervasive, or a software appliance (for
OEM vendors) is provided.

(customised storage engines are now a
standard MySQL feature) and there is no
SAM overhead.
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Pervasive UseaBiLLity utility billing
Title: Fair “no surprises” usage-based billing.
Actors: Software services vendor and its customer.
Scope: Externally-sourced software services.
Level: User goal.
Body: Software usage is measured over a period of time and this is used to
predict behaviour (and, thus, software usage and anticipated charges) over the
subsequent period. This information can be used as a basis for negotiation to
correct under- or over-payment in the measurement period and determine, for
the subsequent period, a fair flat-rate rental charge; or a basic-rate fixed rental
fee with anticipated ad-hoc charges for random peak usage; or a pure ‘pay per
usage’ tariff with no surprises for either party.
Customer Use Case

Many SaaS customers experience a ‘Billing
Paradox’: they love the idea of only paying for
what they use but, at the same time, budgeting
and planning is easier if they pay a fixed price
each month. This doesn’t make things any
easier for an ISV trying to sell at a fair price.
This is where a billing service that makes the
data it captures available for analytics comes
into its own. Analysis of the behaviour represented by 6–12 months of actual usage data
can predict the expected usage-based billing
in future and, thus, help both ISV and customer
agree on a fair, fixed, monthly charge; renegotiated at period-end in the light of actual usage
in the previous period.
This is a powerful use case because it supports
a real world continuum from purely fixed pricing to entirely variable usage-based pricing.

Complementary products/services
Metering feeds any other applications that can
use its data: billing, analytics, provisioning,
etc. The output of these applications can, in
turn, be consumed by others: so billing generates statements, invoices or charge-backs
that need to be absorbed by ERP, asset management or even CRM (customer relationship
management) systems (such as salesforce).
Pervasive’s other product offerings (such as
Pervasive Data Integrator and even Pervasive
RushAnalyzer for big data analytics) could play
a part in this further processing. However, an
essential aspect of its service-based approach
to UseaBiLLity is that its metering services can
be consumed anywhere they are appropriate,
not just by Pervasive products.

This use case can address the issue with, for
example, many mobile phone tariffs where the
customer often ends up on a higher tariff than
they need, because they are asked to anticipate their behaviour without hard information
to base this on (remembering that their past
behaviour is likely to change if they are buying a new phone with improved features) and
without the option to choose a tariff retrospectively. It exemplifies just one of the options that
become available if a billing service provides
trusted data analytics as a service, as well as
just billing.
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Summary
The SaaS services model for software, with
‘Pay per use’, ‘Pay as you go’, billing options,
either pre- or post-paid and based on usage in
business terms (that is, on verifiable business
metrics) is replacing older subscription models (user- but not usage-based) and licensing
models (based on perpetual maintenance/
upgrade delivery and potential use, whether
you actually use the software or not). Bloor
can see no reason why the services model,
and usage-based billing, won’t rapidly become
the norm for software acquisition: paying only
for what you use from OPEX instead of CAPEX
and being able to de-provision at minimal cost
when you no longer need a service, is simply
too attractive to the business to be ignored.
Billing is an essential part of the services
model and if you can re-purpose database
licensing logic to enable billing services and
usage analytics—using database accesses,
mapped into business activities, as a metric
for usage—you can provide a service to ISVs
that allows them to ‘SaaS-ify’ their existing
applications at low cost, provide value-add
input to end-user usage analytics, and better
manage customer relations.
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The new MySQL plug-in architecture and
Pervasive’s existing and tamper-proof licensing facilities provide the enabling technology
for this style of billing. Bloor notes that the
UseaBiLLity billing-services solution being
promoted by Pervasive is limited to instrumenting MySQL for data metering and to
database centric applications but, for many
ISVs and end users, that is hardly much of a
limitation in practice.
Bloor is of the opinion that usage-based billing
services and provision usage analytics input as
a service will be an important feature of the
next-generation software-driven and serviceoriented businesses and welcomes Pervasive’s
innovative approach. We hope this will serve as
a model for the business generally.
Further Information
Further information is available from
http://www.BloorResearch.com/update/2134
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